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Valerus 24.1 Offers the 
Optimal Experience for 
Desktop Client Users
All of the features our Valerus thin client users
have come to know and love are now available in
the Valerus desktop client! Plus, the Valerus 24.1 
release includes an exciting new integration with 
Aureus Insight Face Recognition.

Thin Client and Desktop
Client Feature Parity
That’s right! Feature parity between the Valerus
thin and desktop clients. So regardless of
which platform you’re using, you’ll get the exact
same framework, features, and functionality. 

•  Configuration and Dashboard tabs included!
Perform configuration and admin tasks directly
from the desktop client—no more toggling just
to check your dashboards.

•  Export video via the new standalone player.
The player is no longer browser-based so
it’s no longer dependent on Internet Explorer.
Just double-click the player icon and you’re
good to go on any platform running Windows
10 and above.

As always, you have the option to password 
protect the export, and you can prevent users 
from editing or playing the export as well as 
the native file.
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New Face Recognition Integration
Vicon has partnered with CyberExtruder, whose
“face finding & matching” solution—Aureus
Insight—now integrates with Valerus (ENT tier).
 
Similar to our integrations with Omnilert and
Halo, a facial recognition event detected within
Aureus will trigger a real-time alarm in Valerus,
essentially giving you eyes on the scene so
you can respond accordingly.
 
Benefits include:

•  Situational awareness (understanding who is
in your building…and should they be?)

•  Real-time notification when a person of
interest enters the building

•  The ability to quickly locate individuals within
the building

•  Tools to search based on faces and
facial characteristics

Vicon is committed to rolling
out new integrations to meet
your unique needs.

Essentially these disparate applications—like
gun detection, vape and air quality detection, 
aggression detection, and now face
recognition—all trigger alarms based on
their own conditions and inputs, generating
a lot of mission-critical data points in their
own systems. Valerus is what pulls it
all together and presents it via a unified
UI, on a single alarm panel AND integrates
the video piece so you can visually verify
what’s going on.
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Please contact your Vicon sales representative or visit
vicon-security.com for more information. Download Valerus 24.1
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